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Main focus of activity: 

 To understand how the technological advances have impacted music and the industry around it. 

Learning objectives: 

 To create a piece of digital music. 

 To evaluate a piece of digital music. 

 To be able to explain the impact of technology on music from the musician and listeners 
perspective over the last 100 years. 
 

Links to curriculum aims:   

 Literacy: articulate and justify answers, arguments and opinions 

 Literacy: use spoken language to develop understanding through speculating, 

hypothesising,  

 Literacy: imagining and exploring ideas, speak audibly and fluently with an increasing 
command of Standard English 

 Literacy: participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play, 
improvisations and debates 

 Computing: use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and 
ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content 

 Music: perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, 
styles and traditions, including the works of great musicians and composers  
 

Activity outline: Discussion and background  

Use the 08-Music and Technology resource page 

 

Historical Perspectives: 

Discuss with the children what you traditionally needed to be able to make music - instruments, ability 

to play different types of instrument and access to them or people who could play them with you, space. 

Compare with today’s use of Gigajam, Garage band (and similar applications), also relate back to 4 and 8 

track recording from the 1960s onwards. Show how you can effectively have an orchestra in your 

bedroom! 

 

Recorded music to the masses: 

Discuss the advent of the gramophone and how that brought recorded music to the masses for the first 

time. Meant that you could listen to music without it needing to be played live.  

 

Look at technological advances in recorded music and how it has changed. Look the advances in 

technology from the gramophone, to magnetic tape, tape, CD, right up to mp3 players of today. Use 

timeline. 
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Electric Instruments: 

Look at the evolution of electrical instruments up to the digital music of today. Use web sources for 

research.  

 
Possible Activities: 
 
Activity 1: Music Appreciation 

Give the children different pieces of electronic music to listen to: 

 Either from different pioneers of the genre (possible artists are Kraftwerk, Jean Michel Jarre, 

Vangelis, Brian Eno, Afrika Bambaatta, Prodigy or Daft punk).  

 LGfL Audio Network: Jack Hammer (1228/2), Big Nutrino (1348/5), Stupido (1540/4), Galactic 

Planasphere 4 (1751/50), Race to Space (1637/10) and Crank it up (1540/5) are all good 

examples but there are hundreds more on this resource all royalty free.  

 

Have them evaluate the music by thinking about: 

 Content: Lyrics, composition, arrangement, instrumentation etc.  

 How well is the piece constructed?  

 Delivery: Are the vocals and instrumentals well executed?  

 Intent/message: Is the piece thought-provoking? Does it encourage the listener to contemplate its message 

or is it simply background music? 

 

Activity 2: Look at a piece of music production software. For example Musictrax from available through LGfL or 

Garageband on the iPad or Mac. Have the children produce a short piece of music with loops and samples. 

Children’s music could be themed around an image or piece of film the song is to go with. Critically evaluate each 

other’s pieces using the ideas from activity 1. 

 

Activity 3: Debate the ethics of file sharing (isohunt, gnutella etc) and streaming of music online (youtube, 

myspace etc) and what this could mean for the music industry. Different roles in the debate could be record 

company executive, band member signed to a big label, band member with no record contract, fan who uses these 

sites to find new music, owner of file sharing/streaming site.  

 

Activity 4: Survey the class/key stage/school: Who listens to music online? Who owns a portable mp3 player? Who 

owns/listens to a CD player? Who owns/listens to Vinyl records? Who has downloaded music and paid for it? Who 

has downloaded music from file sharing website for free? 

 
Plenary:  
Do the children prefer electronically produced or traditionally composed music played on real instruments – justify 

reasoning. 

 
Possible Extension/independent or homework learning activity: 
Reactions aren’t always positive to technological advances and their proponents. (Bob Dylan going electric in 1965 

Newport Folk Festival, the death of vinyl by CD, The rise of electronic music (noise to some!) replacing people 

playing real instruments). Children to research some of these ideas and present their findings. 


